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On the morning of September 5 I dreamed I was among many on a ship in the roughest seas I 
have ever seen. There was a report of a tidal wave that was coming. Many aboard this ship 
were at the point of panic. However, many were calm and composed. On the upper deck, those 
that carried the maturity of their Ekkesia experience were declaring and decreeing. The report 
had come that the ship had lost all ability to navigate. The navigation system had been 
rendered useless by an outside force and system that had hacked into the ship’s internal 
computer systems. Those assembled on the upper deck were seeking God for His strategy and 
sufficient grace. A prayer of unison was “We stand here Lord, our faith completed and our 
dependence placed entirely upon you.” Dutch and Tim Sheets were of course speaking from 
dreams and prophetic words that had come forth to the nation. I felt to slip away and seek God 
for a fresh word of insight. I began to travel down from the upper deck and passed by the 
Captain’s Quarters. As I passed the door the Justice Gate Angel opened the door. He instructed 
me to step in. The moment I stepped into the Captain’s Quarters the smell of strawberries 
became almost overwhelming. The Justice Gate Angel spoke and said the Angel of Salt and Light 
was there with a message for me to give to the nation. This Angel, who was the Angel of Salt 
and Light, was different in this dream from any Angel I have ever seen. The Salt and Light Angel 
had a red glowing illumination around its form. When this Angel spoke the curtains in the room 
moved as if wind was blowing them. The voice that came forth was astounding but crackled as 
if age was affecting it. The Angel of Salt and Light then instructed me that the Ekklesia - God’s 
Legislative branch, had released and secured four anchors that would now be significant in 
bringing about a constant securing and refreshing of covenant. The Angel said to tell Dutch and 
Tim Sheets, representing the Ekklesia, that the four anchors that are being placed are:  
1. The Ekklessia have taken heart from my covenant with them.  
2. They are believing and contending with the unbelief.  
3. They are unashamedly living out that they belong to God.  
4. They are engaged in the highest level of serving God that has been seen in the last 144 years. 
The Angel then released into my hand a white stone and stated, “Upon this stone is written a 
name for the USA.” The Angel said, “Only those of completed faith will be able to read it.” I was 
instructed to deliver it to Dutch and Tim Sheets, representing the Ekklesia. The Justice Gate 
Angel then led me from the Captain’s Quarters to the upper deck. As we traveled I was able to 
see the name of the ship. It was “Constant State of America.” I also looked at the white stone 
and read Susan Constant Covenant. Upon arrival at the upper deck I presented the stone to 
Dutch and spoke to the team about the four anchors that were securing our Nation from 
covenant. As we stood on the upper deck the sun began to break through the darkened sky. 
The smell of strawberries filled the air and people began to rejoice. 
 


